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on	 the	 pH,	 the	 availability	 of	 an	 oxidant,	 and	 the	 types	 of	 anions	 present	 in	 the	
exposure	 environment.	 Transmission	 pipelines	 are	 coated	 with	 non-conductive	
polymeric	coatings	and	can	be	protected	by	cathodic	protection	in	order	to	mitigate	
exterior	 corrosion.	The	primary	 goals	 of	 this	 thesis	were	 to	determine	 the	 role	 of	
anions,	cathodic	charging	with	hydrogen,	and	steel	microstructure	on	different	failure	
modes	of	carbon	steel.	








	 The	 role	 of	 cathodic	 charging	 on	 accelerating	 anodic	 dissolution	 and	
interfering	with	passive	film	formation	was	investigated	using	hydrogen	permeation	
and	 voltammetric	 experiments.	 A	 pearlitic	 and	 ferritic	 microstructure	 was	 found	
more	 susceptible	 to	 trapping	 than	a	dominantly	 ferritic	microstructure	 containing	





back	 scatter	 diffraction	 on	 micro	 compact	 tensile	 specimens.	 The	 material	 was	
determined	 to	be	 compromised	of	primarily	high	energy	high	angle	 random	grain	
boundaries	which	showed	no	preference	for	crack	propagation.	The	crack	propagated	
inter-granularly	at	grain	boundaries	between	two	ferrite	grains	and	trans-granularly	
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Horizontal	 dashed	 lines	 indicate	 the	 baselines.	 Arrows	 indicate	 direction	 of	 the	
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Figure	 4.1	 Corrosion	 potential	 (E
CORR















Figure	 4.2	 Corrosion	 potential	 (E
CORR










































































































Figure	 4.11	 Raman	 spectra	 recorded	 on	 carbon	 steel	 at	 locations	 covered	 by	 an	
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cathode	 with	 the	 sacrificial	 anode	 corroding	 preferentially	 or	 CP	 can	 be	 carried	 out	 by	
passing	a	current	between	the	pipeline	(the	cathode)	and	an	inert	anode.4	CP	would	cause	













Elemental	Fe	exists	 as	 a	 solid	at	 temperatures	below	1538	 ⁰C.	Depending	on	 the	
temperature	 (T)	 Fe	will	 exhibit	 different	 crystallographic	 and	 physical	 properties.	 In	 the	









at	 interstitials	 sites.	 For	 interstitial	 alloying	 to	 occur,	 the	 interstitial	 atom	 must	 be	
significantly	 smaller	 than	 the	 lattice	atoms	 (Figure	1.1).	Figure	1.2	 shows	 the	Fe-C	phase	
diagram	 which	 indicates	 the	 different	 Fe-C	 phases	 as	 a	 function	 of	 C	 content	 and	
temperature.	The	distinct	solid	phases	that	can	exist	in	steels	are	austenite	(γ-Fe),	ferrite	(α-
Figure 1.1 left: interstitial atom (orange) in a BCC lattice (blue) right: substitutional atom 
(red) in a BCC lattice (blue) 
Interstitial alloying in a BCC lattice Substitutional alloying in a BCC lattice
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Fe),	martensite	 or	 cementite	 (Fe3C).	 Different	microstructures	 can	 exist	within	 the	 steel.	

















Austenite + Cementite 
Ferrite + Cementite 
Liquid 









anode	 with	 the	 steel	 acting	 as	 the	 cathode.	 Commonly,	 this	 is	 insufficient	 to	 provide	
Figure 1.3 SEM micrographs showing left: bainite; right: pearlite/ferrite.6,	7 














H	 can	 be	 absorbed	 into,	 and	 transported,	 within	 the	 steel.	 While	 this	 can	 lead	 to	 H	
embrittlement	 in	high	strength	steels,	 the	 low	strength	steels	chosen	for	pipelines	do	not	
generally	suffer	embrittlement	but	can	undergo	stress	corrosion	cracking.	Hydrogen	diffuses	
through	 steels	 primarily	 through	 interstitial	 sites	 within	 the	 ferritic	 lattice	 until	
encountering	a	trap	site,	recombining	with	a	second	H	atom,	or	combining	with	a	C	atom.		
Carbon	 steels	 are	 susceptible	 to	 a	 number	 of	 hydrogen	 effects.	 Hydrogen	
embrittlement	 involves	 the	 absorption	 and	 transport	 of	 H	 into	 the	 steel,	 leading	 to	 a	
Figure 1.5 SEM micrograph showing ruptures and blisters due to H in steel.9 
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Hydrogen	 induced	cracking	 is	a	 form	of	 stress	 corrosion	cracking	 (SCC),	 a	general	
process	leading	to	material	failure	by	crack	propagation,	as	a	consequence	of	environmental	




SCC	does	not	occur.	Therefore,	SCC	generally	occurs	at	 the	 film-environment	 interface	on	
passive	materials.	The	tensile	stress	required	for	SCC	to	occur	is	below	the	macroscopic	yield	
strength	of	the	steel.	SSC	is	most	likely	to	initiate	at	surface	defects	or	weak-points,	such	as	











and	Ti	 alloying	 to	 reduce	 susceptibility	 in	 basic	 environments.11,12	 Furthermore,	 SCC	 can	
occur	 either	 transgranularly	 or	 intergranularly	 depending	 on	 the	 exposure	 environment,	
grain	size,	grain	boundary	enrichment	or	depletion	in	specific	elements,	and	heat	treatment.		
The	strain	on	a	material	 can	be	due	 to	either	a	static	 stress	 (elastic,	 crystal	 lattice	
deformation,	or	plastic	stress	(displacement	of	the	crystal	lattice	through	dislocations)),	or	
to	a	cyclical	stress	caused	by	fatigue.	While	the	introduction	of	plastic	strain	can	be	deliberate	
in	 order	 to	 strengthen	 the	material	 prior	 to	 use,	 a	 plastic	 stress	 can	 cause	 cracking	 of	 a	







cracking.	 Anodic	 dissolution	 is	 then	maintained	 only	 at	 the	 crack-tip	while	 the	walls	 are	
protected	 by	 oxide	 formation.	 Localized	 corrosion	 processes,	 such	 as	 pitting	 or	 crevice	
corrosion,	can	also	occur	if	a	protective	coating	disbands.	This	creates	residual	stress	at	the	







mechanisms	 may	 lead	 to	 crack	 initiation.	 The	 first	 mechanism	 is	 when	 a	 surface	
discontinuity	creates	additional	stress	at	a	localized	area.13	Such	a	discontinuity	could	be	a	




mechanism	 is	 a	 susceptibility	 due	 to	 metallurgical	 imperfections	 introduced	 during	









intergranularly.	 The	 crack	 can	 then	 either	 repassivate,	 followed	 by	 a	 further	 rupture,	 or	
continuously	propagate	if	the	combination	of	stress	and	corrosive	chemistry	allows	the	rate	
of	 rupturing	 to	 exceed	 that	 of	 repassivation.17	 The	 second	 influence	 on	 corrosion	
propagation	is	due	to	the	microstructure	of	the	metal.	When	a	grain	boundary	and	grain	have	





Many	 proposed	 mechanisms	 exist	 for	 stress	 driven	 crack	 propagation.19,20,21	 No	
current	 model	 is	 capable	 of	 universally	 explaining	 SCC	 failures.19,20,21	 Depending	 on	 the	
environment	 and	 conditions,	 different	mechanisms	 can	be	proposed	 to	 explain	 a	 specific	
failure.	Different	features	and	processes	account	for	crack	propagation.	Examples	include:	









dissolved	 CO2	 in	 anaerobic	 environments.	 Carbonate-bicarbonate	 can	 be	 present	 due	 to	
either	geographical	reasons	(i.e.,	 the	presence	of	 limestone	deposits),	or	 it	can	be	present	










trapped	under	a	disbonded	coating	 is	a	 low-volume,	 thin-layer	of	electrolyte.	These	 thin-
layers	of	electrolyte	can	induce	a	film	rupture/passivation	mechanism	for	SCC	rather	than	
an	hydrogen	induced	cracking	(HIC)	mechanism.22	When	CP	is	present,	NNSCC	initiates	at	
locations	 where	 localized	 corrosion,	 such	 as	 pitting	 has	 already	 occurred.	 Under	 the	
conditions	 able	 to	 sustain	 NNSCC	 pits	 can	 form	 by	 micro-galvanic	 coupling	 at	 grain-
boundaries	or	at	phase	interfaces	(ferrite-cementite).		
Corrosion	 pits	 can	 be	 initiated	 on	 pipelines	 due	 to	 local	 fluctuations	 in	 potential.	
Defects	and	inclusions	provide	sites	where	additional	cathodic	polarization	can	occur	under	
CP	conditions	 leading	to	the	enhancement	of	 the	cathodic	reaction	at	 these	sites.	Prior	 to	
these	 cathodic	 fluctuations,	 the	 electrical	 double-layer	 is	 uniform	 across	 sites	 with	 and	
without	defects	and	 the	 cathodic	 reactions	are	at	 equilibrium.23	The	 corrosion	process	 is	
mass-transport	 limited	due	 to	 the	 limited	supply	of	cathodic	reagents	such	as	water,	and	
protons	 supplied	 by	 bicarbonate.	 Since	 each	 potential	 cathodic	 reagent	 has	 a	 different	
reduction	 potential,	 the	 applied	 CP	 potential	 must	 be	 sufficiently	 negative	 to	 allow	 the	
reduction	of	all	species.	When	cathodic	fluctuations	occur,	the	more	readily	polarized	sites	
experience	cathodic	enhancement	leading	to	local	anodization	of	the	surrounding	areas	and	




of	 electrolyte.	 In	 these	 thin-layers	 the	 film	 rupture/passivation	 mechanism	 of	 SCC	 is	
favoured	 over	 the	 HIC	 mechanism.22	 Soil	 chemistry	 can	 have	 a	 large	 influence	 on	 the	























Fe	à	Fe2+	+	2e-		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.1)	
Fe	+	2H2O	à	Fe(OH)2	+	2e-	+	2	H+		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.2)	
are	coupled	to	one	or	both	of	two	cathodic	reactions,	the	reduction	of	H2O	and/or	dissolved	
O2.		
2H2O	+	2e-	à	H2	+	2OH-		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.3)	
O2	+	2H2O	+	4e-	à	4OH-		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.4)	
allowing	 the	 overall	 corrosion	 reaction	 to	 proceed,	 however,	 Fe(OH)2	 is	 neither	
thermodynamically	 nor	 kinetically	 stable.	 Depending	 on	 the	 redox	 conditions,	 the	
temperature	and	the	pH	of	the	groundwater,	Fe(OH)2	will	further	oxidize	to	Fe	oxides	and	Fe	
oxy-hydroxides.29,30	 The	 nature	 of	 the	 oxide/hydroxide	 formed	 will	 depend	 on	 whether	
Figure 1.6 Equilibrium potentials for the Fe-H2O system at: pH 8.4 (top), pH 10.6 
(bottom).30-31 
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Depending	on	 the	Ecorr,	 the	coupled	half	 reactions	(1)	 to	(3),	can	 lead	 to	 the	 formation	of	
different	Fe	oxides	and	oxyhydroxides.	In	the	potential	range	-900	mV	to	~-625	mV	(vs	SCE)	
it	 is	 thermodynamically	 favorable	 for	 Fe	 to	 oxidize	 and	 form	 either	 Fe(OH)2	 or	 Fe3O4	
(magnetite).	In	anaerobic	conditions,	Fe3O4	is	formed	via	the	Schikorr	reaction,		
3Fe(OH)2	à	Fe3O4	+	H2	+	2	H2O		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.5)	
Depending	on	the	potential	and	[O2]	of	the	exposure	environment,	Fe2+	or	Fe(OH)2	can	be	
further	 oxidized	 to	 FeIII	 oxides/oxyhydroxides	 such	 as	 Fe2O3	 or	 FeOOH.	 Further,	 in	 the	
presence	of	an	oxidizing	agent	 the	solid-state	conversion	of	FeII	oxides	 to	FeIII	oxides	can	
occur.	Thus,	magnetite	can	be	converted	to	y-Fe2O3	and/or	Fe	by	the	following	reactions.33	
4Fe3O4	+	O2	à	6Fe2O3										 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.6)	
3Fe3O4	à	4Fe2O3	+	Fe													 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.7)	
with	the	extent	and	rate	of	corrosion	increasing	as	the	[O2]	increases.	This	interconversion	
process	(reaction	1.6)	can	occur	rapidly	due	to	the	similar	crystallographic	structures	of	the	












However,	dissolution	can	be	accelerated	by	 formation	of	Fe(II)	 complexes	 such	as	
FeOH+,	 Fe(HCO3)+,	 Fe(HCO3)2,	 and	 Fe(CO3)22-,28,	 34	 with	 FeCO3	 (siderite)	 being	 the	
thermodynamically	anticipated	corrosion	product.	In	CO32-	containing	solutions	with	traces	
of	 O2,	 green	 rust	 ([Fe(II)4Fe(III)2(OH)12]2+	 [CO3	 2H2O]2-	 )	 can	 also	 form	 and	 can	 then	 be	
further	 oxidized	 to	 either	 lepidocrocite	 (γ-FeOOH),	 akagenite	 (β-FeOOH),	 goethite	 (α-
FeOOH),	 or	 magnetite	 (Fe3O4)	 depending	 on	 temperature	 and	 the	 concentration	 of																
Figure 1.7 E-pH diagram of Fe/H2O system at 25 °C. 
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Fe(OH)2	+	HCO3-	à	H2O	+	FeCO3	+	OH-				 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.8)	
FeCO3	+	HCO3-	à	H+	+	2Fe(CO3)22-	 					 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.9)	
HCO3-	can	also	accelerate	Fe	dissolution	by	supplying	H+	which	act	as	the	cathodic	reagent	
by	reduction	to	H2,		
2HCO3-	+	2e-	à	H2	+	2CO32-		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.10)	
The	 presence	 of	 carbonate	 in	 aerated	 conditions	 does	 not	 significantly	 affect	 the	
corrosion	rates	due	to	the	relative	solubilities	of	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	species.42	Figure	1.8	shows	
the	solubility	of	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	as	a	function	of	pH.43	In	aerated	(oxidizing)	conditions	Fe2+	will	
be	 further	 oxidized	 to	 the	 less	 soluble	 Fe3+	 leading	 to	 the	 formation	 of	 FeIII	 oxides/oxy-
Figure 1.8 Calculated Fe2+ and Fe3+ solubilities as a function of pH.43  
 16 
hydroxides	 as	 opposed	 to	 siderite.	 These	 insoluble	 FeIII	 oxides	 are	 more	 able	 to	 inhibit	
corrosion.		
Chloride,	 a	 common	 groundwater	 anion,	 is	 known	 to	 cause	 localized	 corrosion	
(pitting).44	According	to	the	point	defect	model,	the	transport	of	ions	through	a	surface	oxide	
occurs	 by	 the	movement	 of	microscopic	 defects.	 Chloride	 ions	 can	 interact	 with	 oxygen	
vacancies	 (a	 region	 of	 excess	 positive	 charge)	 in	 the	 surface	 of	 an	 oxide	 leading	 to	 the	
formation	 of	 new	 cation	 vacancies	 within	 the	 film.	 These	 vacancies	 migrate	 to	 the	
metal/oxide	 interface,	where	they	can	be	annihilated	by	the	electrochemical	 formation	of	

















Sulphides,	 bisulphides	 and	polysulphides	 are	 aggressive	 ground-water	 anions	 and	
lead	to	accelerated	corrosion	rates	on	most	metals,	including	carbon	steel.		Sulphides	can	be	
produced	by	different	processes;	 (i)	 as	 a	pollutant	 from	 industrial	 sources;	 (ii)	microbial	
conversion	of	SO42-	by	SO42-	reducing	bacteria;	and	(iii)	decomposition	of	organic	matter.47	
Sulphide	ions	can	react	with	Fe,	
2Fe	+	2HS-	à	2FeS	+	H2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.11)		





H2S	+	2e-	à		S2-	+	H2			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.12)	
S2-	+	H2O	à	SH-	+	OH-	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.13)	
In	 neutral	 to	 alkaline	 solution,	 HS-	 may	 also	 act	 as	 the	 cathodic	 reagent	 leading	 to	 the	
formation	of	H2.	 In	addition,	SH-	adsorption	on	Fe	could	be	an	 intermediate	 in	 the	anodic	
reaction,		
Fe	+	SH-	à	FeSH-ads			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.14)	
In	 alkaline	 solution,	 OH-	 can	 displace	 SH-	 on	 the	 Fe	 surface	 and	 FeOHads	 would	 be	 the	







Fe	+	SH-ads	à	Fe(SH)-ads			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.15)	
FeSH-ads	à	FeSHads+	+	2e-		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.16)	
FeSHads+	à	FeS(1-x)	+	xSH-	+	(1-x)	H+		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.17)	







Figure 1.9 E-pH diagram of Fe/H2O/CO3
2-/H2S system. [CO3
2-] = 0.2 M, [Fe2+] = 1 µM, [SH-] 
= 1 µM.   
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porous.55,56	 Compact	 sulphide	phases	 such	 as	 troilite	 are	 corrosion	 resistant,	whereas	Fe	
deficient	phases	such	a	pyrrhotite	are	unprotective.57,	58	
	
Figure 1.10 E-pH diagram of meta-stable products of of Fe/H2O/CO3
2-/H2S system 




conditions,	 nanocrystalline	 mackinawite	 is	 most	 commonly	 formed,	 with	 crystalline	





Under	 dry	 oxidation	 conditions	 mackinawite	 can	 transform	 into	 greigite	 (Fe3S4),	 and	
elemental	 sulfur,	 magnetite	 or	 oxyhydroxides.60,61	 In	 alkaline	 solution,	 nanocrystalline	
mackinawite	should	be	the	dominant	corrosion	product	when	Na2S	is	in	the	concentration	
range	10-5	M	to	10-3	M.62	For	greigite	to	form	in	anoxic	solutions,	the	pH	must	be	below	3	and	
Figure 1.11 Possible interconversions between Iron Sulphides.62 
 21 
temperature	 >	 70oC.64	 Further,	 Fe	 oxides	 can	 be	 interconverted	 to	 Fe	 sulphides	 in	 the	
presence	of	an	aqueous	environment	containing	bisulphide,	or	hydrogen	sulphide.	
Sulphide	has	the	ability	to	convert	Fe	oxides	into	mackinawite,	which,	depending	on	




Fe2O3	+	3SH-	+	2H2O	à	2FeSH+	+	S	+	5OH-			 	 	 	 	 	 (1.18)	
The	 FeSH+	 can	 then	 react	 via	 equation	 16	 to	 form	 mackinawite.	 FeSH+	 species	 will	
preferentially		form	at	oxide	defects	leading	to	the	nucleation	of	FeS.64	The	protons	that	are	





surface	 layer	of	 the	oxide/hydroxide):	Formation	of	a	 surface	sulphide	complex;	electron	
transfer	 from	S2-	 to	 the	 surface	FeIII	 species	 leading	 to	 surface	FeII	 and	S.	 radical	 species;	
release	of	the	S._	radical	and	hydration	of	the	charged	surface;	release	of	Fe2+	to	solution	and	
the	creation	of	a	new	surface	site.66	
>FeIIIOH	+	HS-	à	>FeIIIS-	+	H2O	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.19)	
>FeIIIS-	à	>FeIIS.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.20)	
>FeIIS×	+	H2O	à	>FeII(OH)2+	+	S.-	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1.21)	












• To	 probe	 the	 role	 of	 steel	 microstructure	 in	 regard	 to	 crack	 initiation	 and	 crack	
propagation	
• To	 understand	 the	 role	 of	 microstructure	 and	 surface	 oxides	 in	 the	 enhanced	
dissolution	of	iron	after	hydrogen	uptake.	
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and	 linear	 polarization	 resistance	 measurements,	 and	 electrochemical	 impedance	
spectroscopy	(EIS)	were	all	performed	in	this	cell.	The	three-compartment	arrangement	is	
used	 to	 separate,	 using	 dense	 glass	 frits,	 the	 solution	 in	 the	 working	 electrode	 (WE)	




The	 second	 cell	 used	 was	 a	 Devanathan-Stachurski	 cell	 (DSC),	 Figure	 2.2,	 which	 was	
comprised	of	two,	3-compartment,	400	mL,	electrochemical	cells.	This	cell	had	a	single	WE	
electrode	 located	 	between	 the	 two	cells.	Each	 cell	has	 its	own	CE	 (Pt)	 and	RE	 (SCE).	All	
electrochemical	experiments	were	carried	out	in	a	Faraday	cage	to	minimize	interference	



















Figure	 2.2	 Schematic	 of	 a	 Devanathan-Stachurski	 cell	 (DSC)	 WE:	 working	 electrode;	 CE:	






solution	 composition	 required.	 The	 pH	was	 adjusted	with	 H2SO4	 for	 sulphide-containing	





aqueous	 environment.	 An	 electrochemical	 reaction	 involves	 the	 transfer	 of	 electrons	
between	two	species.	One	species	is	oxidized	(in	a	corrosive	system,	typically	a	metal)	
! →	!$% + '()	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.1)	
CE CE 
















*+ + () ⇆ -(.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.2)	
Combining	these	two	half	reactions	yields	the	net,	balanced	reaction	where	charge	must	be	
conserved,	










∆0 = ∆01 + -67ln:;<=		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.5)	
where	R	is	the	gas	constant	(8.131)	kJ/mol,	T	 is	the	temperature	in	Kelvin,	and	Keq	 is	the	
equilibrium	 constant.	 Equation	 2.5	 can	 be	 expressed	 for	 an	 electrochemical	 reaction	 by	
combining	it	with	equation	2.4	to	yield	
'45; = '451 − -67ln:;<=		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.6)		
which	can	be	written			
	5; = 51 − >?
%@
7ln:;<=		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.7)	













aqueous	 environment,	 and	 is	 then	 reduced	 to	 define	 the	 stable	 species	 as	 a	 function	 of	
potential	and	pH.	The	water	stability	boundaries	are	represented	by	two	dashed	diagonal	
lines,	where	the	lower	boundary	correlates	to	the	equilibrium	potential	for	water	reduction	
(H2O/H2)	 and	 the	 upper	 boundary	 to	 that	 for	water	 oxidization	 (H2O/O2).	 In	 a	 Pourbaix	
diagram,	a	horizontal	 line	represents	an	electrochemical	 reaction	which	does	not	 involve	
protons;	e.g,	a	metal	dissolution	reaction.	A	vertical	line	represents	a	chemical	equilibrium	
Figure 2.3 E-pH diagram of Fe/H2O system at 25 °C. Solid lines show the 
equilibrium boundaries between solids and soluble species and the dotted 




which	 is	 not	 potential-dependent;	 e.g.,	 a	 solubility	 equilibrium.	 Finally,	 a	 diagonal	 line	
represents	an	electrochemical	reaction,	which	will	be	dependent	on	both	the	potential	and	
the	pH	of	the	system.3	An	example	would	be	a	reaction	such	as:	




	*+ + () ⇆ -(.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.10)	
The	rate	will	be	determined	by	the	difference	in	the	rates	of	the	cathodic	and	anodic	half	
reaction.	Chemical	kinetics	dictate	that	the	forward	and	reverse	reaction	will	be	dependent	
on	 the	concentration	of	available	oxidant	or	 reductant	at	 the	electrode	surface.	Thus,	 the	
cathodic	reaction	rate	can	be	expressed	as	


















NM = N1 exp `−
a%@
>?
(5 − 5;)b																			 	 	 	 	 	 (2.14)	
NE = N1 exp `
(c)a)%@
>?




W = '4YN1[OB;C(0, S) exp{
(c)a)%@
>?
(5 − 5;)} − O1P(0, S) exp{−
a%@
>?
(5 − 5;)}]		 (2.16)	
Using	the	definition	of	the	exchange	current	(io)1	
W1 = '4YN1Cgh












l]]		 	 	 	 (2.18)	
where	η	is	defined	by	η	=	E	–	Ee.	This	current-potential	relationship	can	be	broken	down	into	
three	regions,	 the	 linear	 region	 (where	l is	 small	and	E	approaches	Ee,	 the	Tafel	 region,	
when	E	>>	Ee,	and	the	mass	transport	limited	region.	





l] − exp	[− a%@
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	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.21)	
At	 a	 sufficiently	 high	 value	 of	 η	 one	 or	 other	 of	 the	 exponential	 terms	 in	 equation	 2.18	
becomes	negligible.	Which	one	depends	on	whether	η	 is	positive	or	negative.	The	Butler-
Volmer	equation	can	then	be	simplified	as	follows,4		
log(WE) = log(W1) + (
a%@
p.r>?
)l	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.22)	
log(WM) = log(W1) − s
(c)a)%@
p.r>?










	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.25)	
A	 corrosion	 system	 requires	 the	 coupling	 of	 the	 half	 reactions	 from	 two	different	
electrochemical	reactions.	Each	reaction	is	polarized	away	from	its	respective	equilibrium	
potential	 and	 coupled	 at	 the	 corrosion	 potential	 (Ecorr,	 Figure	 2.4).	 If	 the	 equilibrium	
potentials	of	the	two	electrochemical	reactions	are	sufficiently	separated,	then	at	Ecorr,	the	
sole	contribution	to	the	total	current		will	be	the	current	for	the	material	oxidation	process	
(commonly	 the	metal	dissolution	 reaction	 (M	 	→	 	Mn+	 	 +	 	 ne-)	 and	 to	 the	 current	 for	 the	
reduction	of	the	oxidant	(Ox		+	ne-	→		Red).	At	Ecorr	the	corrosion	current	cannot	be	measured,	
since	both	half	reactions	occur	on	the	same	surface	yielding	currents	equal	in	magnitude	but	





icorr	=	ia	=	-	ic	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.26)	
Under	these	conditions	no	net	measurable	current	flows	in	any	external	measuring	circuit	




W	 = WM1BB vexp v
aw%@(x)xUIFF)
>?
y − exp v− (aU)%@(x)xUIFF)
>?
yy																						 	 	 (2.27)	
where	αC	and	αA	are	the	transfer	coefficients	for	the	respective	half	reactions.	As	with	the	
Butler-Volmer	equation,	 for	a	 sufficiently	 large	applied	E	one	or	other	of	 the	exponential	
Figure 2.4 Schematic showing the coupling of anodic and cathodic half reactions at the 




terms	 becomes	 negligible	 and	 the	 Wagner-Traud	 equation	 approximates	 to	 a	 Tafel	
relationship;	e.g.,	for	a	large	enough	anodic	polarization,		
W = WM1BB vexp v
aw%@(mz)
>?











Using	 an	 approximation	 of	 the	 Wagner-Traud	 equation	 (equation	 2.26)	 for	 small	
overpotentials	the	value	of	the	polarization	resistance	(Rp)	can	be	used	to	obtain	a	value	of	
icorr,	
Figure 2.5 Schematic of the "linear" region near Ecorr which can be used to determine the 





(Ecorr ± 10 mV)
RP-1 proportional to the total 

















t		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.29)	
































Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of E as a function of time for: a) potentiodynamic polarization, 




Cyclic	 voltammetry	 (CV),	 Figure	6b,	 is	 a	 similar	 technique	 to	PDP	 in	which	 the	E	 scan	 is	
reversed	at	Efinal	and	the	current	recorded	again	as	E	is	scanned	back	to	Einitial.	The	current	
response	 during	 the	 return	 scan	 can	 indicate	 whether	 the	 oxidations	 observed	 on	 the	
forward	 scan	 were	 reversible	 or	 irreversible.	 Also,	 a	 CV	 can	 give	 information	 on	 the	




















transport	 from	 diffusion,	 migration	 and	 convection,	 respectively.	 In	 an	 electrochemical	
experiment,	the	concentration	of	species	reacting	on	the	electrode	is	depleted	compared	to	
the	 bulk	 solution	 concentration.	 If	 excess	 electrolyte	 is	 present,	 the	 E	 gradient	 will	 be	
negligible	and	migration	can	be	neglected.	Thus,	when	the	solution	is	stagnant,	transport	is	














as	 illustrated	 in	 Figure	 2.7b.	 As	 shown	 in	 the	 figure,	 the	 t-1/2	 dependence	 cannot	 be	





δ	=	(1.61)D1/3ω-1/2ν1/6		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.33)	
where	A	 is	 electrode	 surface	 area,	ω	 is	 the	 angular	 rotation	 rate,	 and	 ν	 is	 the	 kinematic	
viscosity.	For	a	sufficient	high	ω	the	diffusion	layer	can	be	eliminated	when	Ci	=	Ci*.	
Figure 2.7 a) Schematic showing an increase in diffusion layer thickness δ with time (t) in a 
stagnant solution. b) The current response to a constant applied E with and without 
convection at an RDE electrode. 
 
  




All	 RDE	 experiments	 were	 controlled	 by	 a	 Pine	 Instrument	 Company	 Analytical	
Rotator	(Model	AFA86	Serial	882)	
2.3.4.	Potentiostatic	and	Galvanostatic	Polarization	



























2.8.	 Impedance	 is	 the	AC	equivalent	of	resistance	and	describes	the	restriction	to	current	
flow	under	the	conditions	of	changing	E,	
	
ã(å) = 5(å)/W(å)			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.34)	
where	ω	is	angular	frequency,	and	Z	is	the	impedance.		




éX1X = éc + ép	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.35)	
For	a	single	RC	circuit	in	series	the	impedance	is:	
éX1X = - +
c
èêM
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.36)	
Figure 2.8. Schematic of the perturbation of the applied E during an EIS experiment and the 
















	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.37)	
For	a	single	RC	circuit	in	parallel	the	impedance	is	given	by	
é(å) = s >
c$êî[î>î
t − ï s ê[>
î
c$êî[î>î











Bode	 format	 results	 in	 plots	 of	 log|Z|	 vs	 log(å)	 and	 ñ	 vs	 log(å).	 For	 the	 simple	 circuit	
considered	here	the	log|Z|	vs	log(å)	 	plot	has	a	frequency-independent	component	which	
represents	 a	 resistive	 response	 and	 a	 frequency-dependent	 component	which	 includes	 a	
capacitive	 response.	 The	ñ	 vs	 log(å)	 	 plot	 yields	 information	 about	 the	 number	 of	 time	









reduction	 side	 of	 the	 cell	 with	 some	 of	 the	 atomic	 H	 subsequently	 absorbed	 into,	 and	
transported	through,	the	membrane	to	the	oxidation	cell	where	it	is	reoxidized	into	H2.	The	
remaining	H	leads	to	the	evolution	of	molecular	H2	on	the	reduction	side	of	the	cell.	In	the	






Figure 2.9 Graphical representation of the impedance obtained in an EIS experiment with a 




















	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.41)	




Figure 10. Representation of the electrochemical potential across the membrane in a D-S cell. 
E(reduction cell) 








Ar	 sparged	 water	 in	 anoxic	 environments	 and	 dried	 overnight.	 Samples	 were	 then	
transferred	 from	 the	anoxic	 environment	 to	 the	X-ray	photoelectron	 spectrometer	under	
vacuum.	Samples	were	placed	into	the	spectrometer	via	a	glovebag	that	was	sparged	with	Ar	
for	1.5	hours	 to	minimize	any	exposure	 to	oxygen.	Samples	were	 then	exposed	 to	air	 for	
subsequent	analysis	for	Raman	spectroscopy	and	scanning	electron	microscopy.	
2.4.1	Scanning	Electron	Microscopy	
Scanning	 electron	 microscopy	 is	 an	 analytical	 technique	 used	 to	 investigate	 surface	
morphology	and	 topology.	A	primary,	high	energy	electron	beam	 is	directed	 towards	 the	
surface	using	magnetic	condenser-objective	lenses	to	focus	the	electron	beam	to	2.5	nm	-	
Figure 2.11. Representation of the concentration gradient of H across a metal membrane in a 
D-S cell, where J is the flux of hydrogen across the membrane, Cs is the hydrogen concentration 















DE = 0 Cs  








scattered,	 and	 Auger	 electrons,	 as	 well	 as	 light,	 and	 characteristic	 x-rays.	 Figure	 2.12	
summarizes	 the	 types	 of	 electrons	 and	 x-rays	 that	 can	 be	 emitted	 when	 a	 sample	 is	
bombarded	 with	 an	 electron	 beam	 or	 x-rays.10	 Secondary	 electrons	 are	 formed	 by	 the	
incident	beam	causing	 inelastic	scattering	events	and	are	 typically	used	to	obtain	surface	






Figure 2.12. Diagram illustrating the types and relative depths of x-rays and 








the	 incident	 beam	 collides	 with	 an	 inner	 shell	 electron,	 that	 electron	 is	 emitted	 leaving	
behind	 a	 vacancy.	An	 electron	 from	a	higher	orbital	 can	 then	 relax	 to	 fill	 that	 vacancy,	 a	




















where	n	 is	 the	order	of	 reflection,	ñ¢£§ 	 is	 the	Bragg	angle,	and	¶	 is	 the	wavelength	of	 the	
incident	 electron	 beam.	 The	 wavelength	 of	 the	 electron	 beam	 is	 dependent	 on	 its	
accelerating	 voltage,	 and	 therefore	 causes	 band	 broadening	 at	 low	 accelerating	 voltages	
which	may	cause	indexing	issues	to	arise.	Indexing	is	based	on	measured	inter-planar	angles	
and	spacing	which	are	then	correlated	to	theoretical	values	for	a	crystal	structure.	Typically,	
for	 highly	 ordered	 symmetry	 structures,	 3	 {hkl}	 bands	 are	 necessary	 to	 solve	 a	 Kikuchi	











5ß; = 5{¢1X1% − (5£T%;XTM + 	®)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2.44)	
where	Ebe	 is	 the	binding	energy	of	 the	electron,	Ephoton	 is	 the	energy	of	 the	 incident	x-ray	


































Raman	 spectroscopy	 is	 an	 analytical	 technique	which	 studies	 the	 vibrational	modes	 of	 a	





















Æ				 	 	 	 	 	 (2.45)			
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an	 ongoing	 concern	 for	 the	 structural	 integrity	 of	 Canadian	 pipelines,2	 with	 corrosion	
generally	 occurring	 when	 pipeline	 coatings	 disbond,	 exposing	 steel	 to	 groundwater	 and	
shielding	it	from	cathodic	protection.	Ground-waters	to	which	pipelines	will	be	exposed	are	
commonly	 near	 neutral	 to	 slightly	 alkaline	 and	 contain	 HCO3-/CO32-,	 SO42-	 and	 Cl-.	When	
anaerobic	conditions	prevail,	the	steel	becomes	susceptible	to	microbially-induced	corrosion	
(MIC)	when	sulphate-reducing	bacteria	(SRB),	organisms	commonly	encountered	in	the	soils	
surrounding	 the	buried	pipelines,	are	present.	SRBs	are	 facultative	anaerobes	 that	utilize	
SO42-	as	a	terminal	electron	acceptor	during	energy	generation,	to	produce	SH-	as	a	byproduct	
of	the	cathodic	reaction3	
SO42-	+	9H+	+	8e-	→	SH-	+	4H2O		 				 	 	 	 	 	(3.1)	
Recent	studies	on	the	corrosion	products	formed	electrochemically	on	carbon	steel	











and	 protective	 nature	 of	 the	 product	 dependent	 on	 pH,	 temperature,	 dissolved	 Fe	
concentration	 and	 sulphide	 concentration	 ([SH-]).14	At	 low	pH	 (<	2)	 Fe	 undergoes	 active	
dissolution	and	iron	sulphides	are	only	formed	when	high	concentrations	of	dissolved	Fe	are	
present.14,	15,16	At	higher	pH	values,	but	<	7,	the	initial	film	formed	is	mackinawite	(FeS1-x:	0	<	





commonly	 observed	 and	 can	 remain	 protective	 providing	 it	 remains	 intact	 and	does	 not					
fracture.19,	20	 	 It	has	also	been	reported	that	mackinawite	 formation	can	 lead	to	pitting	 in	
alkaline	 solutions	 possibly	 due	 to	 a	 competition	 between	 oxide	 and	 sulphide	 film	
formation.19-22				
In	this	study	the	role	of	SH-	and	HCO3-/CO32-	on	the	formation	of	oxide	and	sulphide	

















minute	 (to	 remove	 air-formed	 oxide)	 at	 -1.3	 V	 vs	 SCE	 and	 -1.1	 V	 vs.	 SCE	 (to	 allow	 the	
detachment	of	cathodically	formed	H2	bubbles).	
3.2.2	Solution	Preparation	















Instrument	 Company	 Analytical	 Rotator	 Model	 AFA86	 Serial	 882	 and	 electrochemical	
measurements	were	 performed	using	 a	 1287	 Solartron	Potentiostat	 or	 a	 1480	 Solartron	
MultiStat.	CorrWare	software	was	used	to	control	experiments	and	to	collect	electrochemical	
data.		
Cyclic	 voltammetry	 experiments	 commenced	 at	 -1.1	 V	 vs.	 SCE	 with	 the	 potential	
scanned	 at	 7	mV/s	 to	 either	 -0.4	 V	 or	 -0.3	 V	 (vs	 SCE).	 Potentiostatic	 experiments	 were	
performed	at	a	potential	of	-0.55	V	(vs	SCE)	for	1	hour.	Potentiodynamic	scans	(PDS)	were	
carried	out	in	an	anaerobic	chamber.	The	potential	was	scanned	from	-1.1	V	(vs	SCE)	to	-0.4	
V	 (vs	 SCE)	 at	 a	 scan	 rate	 of	 1.95	 mV/s.	 The	 surfaces	 of	 the	 steel	 electrodes	 after	 PDS	
experiments	were	 analyzed	by	 scanning	 electron	microscopy	 (SEM),	X-ray	photoelectron	
(XPS)	and	Raman	spectroscopy.	To	minimize	atmospheric	exposure,	the	electrochemical	cell	
was	placed	in	a	glovebox	before	the	electrode	was	extracted.	Samples	were	transferred	from	

































Fe		+		OH-		→		FeOH-ads						 	 	 	 	 	 			(3.2)	
FeOH-ads		→		FeOHads		+		e-			 	 	 		 	 	 			(3.3)	
FeOHads		→		FeOH+ads		+		e-							 	 	 		 	 			(3.4)	
FeOH+ads		+		OH-		→		Fe(OH)2			 	 	 			 	 			(3.5)	
In	region	2	(~	-0.8V	to	~	-0.6V	(vs	SCE))	(depending	on	pH)	the	increased	current	can	be	
attributed	to	the	dissolution	of	Fe2+	by	complexation	with	HCO3-.25,26	
Fe(OH)2		+		HCO3-		→		FeHCO3+		+		2OH-				 			 	 	 		(3.6)	

































SH-		+		FeOH-ads		→		FeSH-ads		+		OH-								 		 	 	 	 	 	(3.7)	
followed	by	Fe	oxidation	and	dissolution	as	FeHCO3+,	
								FeSH-ads		→		FeSHads		+		e-				 			 	 	 													 	 	 										(3.8)	
FeSHads		+		HCO3-		→		FeHCO3+		+		SH-		+		e-		 	 	 	 	 	 			(3.9)	
In	region	3	the	current	decrease	can	be	attributed	to	the	transformation	of	Fe(OH)2	to	Fe3O4	
followed	by	a	further	potential-dependent	transformation	to	γ-Fe2O3.		
Fe(OH)2		→		Fe3O4		→		γ-Fe2O3						 	 		 	 	 	 	 			(3.10)	
According	 to	Buchler	et	al.27	 the	composition	of	 the	passive	 film	can	be	considered	 to	be														




















2.5 !A/cm2    









FeIIIS-ads		→		FeIIS•									 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (3.12)	
followed	 by	 release	 of	 Fe2+	 and	 the	 S•-	 radical,	 with	 Fe2+	 release	 facilitated	 by	 HCO3-	
complexation	in	the	present	case,		
FeIIS•		+		HCO-3		→		FeHCO3+		+		S•-				 	 	 	 	 	 	 (3.13)	
The	S•-	then	reacts	further	with	FeIII	surface	sites	leading	to	more	oxidized	S	species	such	as	
elemental	S	although	further	oxidation,	eventually	to	SO42-,	has	been	claimed29	
S•-		+		7FeIII		→		SO42-		+		7Fe2+					 	 	 	 	 	 	 (3.14)	
Assuming	SH-	oxidation	only	proceeds	to	S,	the	overall	reaction	for	γ-Fe2O3	can	be	written		
γ-Fe2O3		+		3SH-		+	2H2O		→		2FeSH+		+		S		+		5OH-						 	 	 	 (3.15)	
Since	 this	 sequence	 of	 reactions	 is	 chemical	 not	 electrochemical,	 the	 revived	 current	 in	
region	6	(Figure	3.2)	must	be	attributed	to	the	further	anodic	oxidation	of	the	steel	substrate	













on	 the	 reverse	 scan	 in	 region	6	prior	 to	 the	 removal	of	 the	FeS	deposit	 in	 region	7.	This	
indicates	 that	 passivation	 is	 enforced	 by	 the	 enhancement	 of	 the	 oxide	 transformation	
sequence	(3.10)	when	the	potential	is	increased	into	region	5.	As	the	potential	is	increased,	
the	 rate	 of	 formation	 of	 FeIII	 (as	 oxide)	 will	 be	 increased	 while	 the	 rate	 of	 its	 chemical	
reduction	by	SH-	will	be	uninfluenced	by	potential.	On	the	reverse	scan,	the	decreased	rate	
of	FeIII	formation	eventually	cannot	compensate	for	its	chemical	destruction	by	the	overall	
reaction	 3.15,	 and	 active	 conditions	 are	 reestablished	 in	 region	 6.	 The	 inability	 of	 the	
deposited	 FeS	 to	 enforce	 passivation	 of	 the	 surface	 is	 consistent	 with	 expectations	 for	











would	 be	 expected	 to	 be	 strongly	 dependent	 on	 [SH-]	 and	 to	 commence	 as	 soon	 as	 FeIII	
surface	 states	 begin	 to	 form.	Despite	 this	 enhanced	 reaction	 rate,	 passivation	 due	 to	 the	
formation	of	FeIII	oxide	is	re-enforced	at	sufficiently	positive	potentials.	This	is	to	be	expected	



















































Figure 3.3 Cyclic voltammograms recorded on carbon steel in a 0.2M CO32-/HCO3-solution from -
1.1V to either -0.4V or -0.3V at a scan rate of 7 mV/s for various [SH-]: (a) pH 10; (b) pH 9; (c) pH 8. 
Horizontal dashed lines indicate the baseline. Arrows show the scan direction.  
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passive	oxide,	 the	scans	at	 the	 two	higher	 [SH-]	were	extended	 to	 -0.3	V	vs	SCE.	A	minor	
anodic	 oxidation	 coupled	 to	 a	 cathodic	 reduction	 on	 the	 reverse	 scan	 is	 observed	 in	 the	
potential	 range	 -0.4V	 to	 -0.3V.	 Present	 understanding	 is	 that	 the	 oxide	 transformation,	




While	 the	 enhanced	 anodic	 current	 does	 not	 lead	 to	 a	major	 film	breakdown,	 the	
observation	of	a	slight	negative	current	on	the	reverse	scan	demonstrates	the	presence	of	
reducible	oxidized	species	formed	on	the	forward	scan.	Since	the	film	restructuring	has	been	







FeS,	 which	 would	 inevitably	 have	 formed,	 does	 not	 collect	 on	 the	 steel	 surface	 in	 a	
morphology	which	enables	the	electron	transfer	for	its	cathodic	reduction.	That	reducible	
FeS	 is	 collected	when	 formed	 at	 low	 [SH-]	 (Figures	 3.2	 and	 3.3(a))	 but	 not	 at	 high	 [SH-]	
suggests	a	change	in	either	the	mechanism	of	FeS	formation	or	in	the	morphology	of	the	FeS	
surface	deposit.	
At	 the	 two	 lower	 pH	 values	 the	 separation	 between	 the	 two	 anodic	 processes	 in	
regions	2	and	4	is	less	readily	distinguished	and	a	major	film	breakdown	is	observed	when	
the	 potential	 is	 scanned	 into	 region	 5	where	 conversion	 of	 the	 inner	 Fe3O4	 layer	 of	 the	
passive	 oxide	 occurs,	 Figure	 3.3(b)	 and	 3.3(c).	 Both	 of	 these	 features,	 in	 particular	 the	
breakdown	 as	 a	 consequence	 of	 film	 conversion,	 are	 facilitated	 by	 the	 loss	 of	 buffering	
capacity	by	the	HCO3-/CO32-	couple	for	which	pKa	=	10.3.	As	a	consequence,	the	destruction	





















Figure 3.4 Current values measured on carbon steel for peak 2 and peak 4 in cyclic voltammograms 















the	 separation	 between	 peaks	 2	 and	 4	 being	 re-established	 at	 the	 lower	 [SH-]	 and	 film	
breakdown	being	avoided	in	region	5.	At	the	higher	[SH-]	the	anodic	currents	in	regions	2	
and	 4	 are	 substantially	 increased	 but	 eventually	 suppressed	 by	 partial	 repassivation.	 In	
addition,	despite	the	very	large	anodic	currents,	which	at	high	[SH-]	would	be	expected	to	























from -1.1 V to -0.3 V at a scan rate of 
7 mV/s at pH 8 and rotating at a rate of 10 Hz in the presence of: 10-4 M [SH-] (blue); 10-3 M [SH-] 
(orange). Horizontal dashed lines indicate 0 current for each CV. Arrows indicate the scan direction 
for the CVs. 
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PDS	 were	 performed	 in	 an	 anaerobic	 chamber	 in	 0.2	 M	 CO32-/HCO3-	 solution	
containing	various	[SH-],	at	all	three	pH	values.	On	completion	of	the	scans	XPS,	SEM,	and	
















After	 anodic	 formation	 of	 FeS,	 Bourdoiseau	 et	 al.37	 showed	 that	 XRD	 of	 the	
mackinawite	 formed	 exhibits	 a	 degree	 of	 preferred	 orientation	 with	 enhanced	 001	
diffraction	peaks	observed	at	short	times	which	are	considerably	less	pronounced	at	longer	
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within,	 and	 on	 the	 surface	 of,	 synthetic	 mackinawite,	 in	 either	 tetrahedral	 sites,	 as	
replacements	for	Fe(II),	or	in	octahedral	holes.46	The	incorporation	of	Fe(III)	within,	or	on	the	




values	 the	 spectra	 exhibit	 the	 bands	 at	 311	 cm-1	 and	 a	 shoulder	 at	 355	 cm-1	 indicating	















Figure 3.7 Raman spectra recorded on a carbon steel electrode after poteniodynamic scans from -1.1 V 








] under  anoxic conditions: a) pH 
10, b) pH 9; c) pH 8. d) Raman spectra recorded after potentiostatic oxidation at -0.8 V vs SCE for 12 




] solution ( pH 8) solution followed by the addition of 10
-3
 M [SH-] for 12 
hour. Red - a-S8; blue -  partially oxidized FeS;  green - nano-crystalline FeS; brown - Fe3O4 and y-Fe2O3. 
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While	 the	 presence	 of	 S	 could	 be	 attributed	 to	 the	 chemical	 reaction	 sequence	






electrochemical	 oxidation	 to	 produce	 FeIII	 phases	 will	 not	 occur.	 The	 Raman	 spectra	
collected	after	this	procedure	exhibited	only	the	bands	at	284	cm-1	and	208	cm-1	expected	
for	 nanocrystalline	 mackinawite,	 Figure	 3.7(d).	 The	 location	 of	 the	 band	 due	 to	 the	
symmetrical	 stretching	 mode	 of	 FeS	 (283	 cm-1)	 and	 the	 absence	 of	 bands	 for	 partially	














the	 current	 is	 controlled	 by	 the	 rate	 of	 formation	 of	 a	 passivating	 oxide.	 Noticeably,	 the	










Figure	 3.9	 shows	 Raman	 spectra	 recorded	 on	 the	 electrodes	 after	 potentiostatic	
oxidation	at	-0.55V	in	10-4	M	SH-	(pH	=	10),	when	a	passive	film	was	formed,	and	in	10-3	M	













Figure 3.8 Current-time logarithmic plots recorded on carbon  steel polarized at -0.55 V vs SCE in a 0.2 M CO3
2-
/HCO3
-   






10-3 M SH- 
10-4 M SH- 
10-3 M SH- 








mackinawite,	 S,	 and	 γ-Fe2O3/Fe3O4	 layer.	 The	 SEM	micrographs	 in	 Figure	 3.10(c	 and	 d)	
confirm	 the	 presence	 of	 a	 thick,	 easily	 detachable	 film	 of	 mackinawite	 comprised	 of	
nanoparticulate	clusters.							
Figure 3.9 Raman spectra recorded on carbon steel after anodic oxidation at -0.55V  for 70 minutes 






, solution containing either 10-4  M SH- ( pH 10)  (black) or 10-3 M SH- (pH 9) 
(green). Red: a-S
8














The	 initial	 formation	of	nanocrystalline	mackinawite	 followed	by	 its	conversion	to	
crystalline	mackinawite	with	the	process	occurring	more	readily	at	high	[SH-]	is	consistent	
with	 published	 evidence	 indicating	 that	 the	 formation	 of	 the	 nanocrystalline	 precipitate	
occurred	 via	 the	 initial	 formation	 of	 Fe(SH)2	which	 then	 condenses	 to	 yield	 FeS	 clusters	
(possibly	Fe2S2).32,	47	Since	the	structure	of	these	clusters	is	similar	to	the	basic	structural	
component	 of	 mackinawite	 they	 act	 as	 precursors	 to	 the	 formation	 of	 nanocrystalline	











 M [SH-] (pH 10). (c,d) SEM images recorded after potentiostatic oxidation 




 solution containing 10
-3





























Figure 3.11 High resolution deconvoluted XPS spectra for the S 2p peak recorded after PDP scan from  -1.1 V to -0.4 V in 




 solution containing 10-3M SH- at a) pH 9, b) pH 8. High resolution deconvoluted spectra for the Fe 














Raman	 spectra.	 Given	 the	 presence	 of	 S22-	 in	 the	 S	 2p	 spectra,	 pyrite	 (FeS2)	may	 also	 be	
present,	 with	 a	 strong,	 near	 symmetrical	 peak	 at	 707	 eV	 and	 a	 distinct	 high	 energy	 tail	
extending	to	about	712	eV.53	However,	no	improvement	to	the	spectral	 fits,	Figure	3.12(c		
and	d)	could	be	achieved	by	including	such	a	contribution.	The	inclusion	of	a	contribution	






could	 be	 present	 as	Na2CO3	 precipitated	 in	 the	 deposit	 during	 drying,	 the	 Fe	 2p	 spectra	










species	 and	 FeIII	 states	 in	 the	 surface	 of	 the	mackinawite	 deposit.	 To	 confirm	 that	 these	
Figure 3.12 relative amounts of carbonate determined from high resolution C 1s XPS spectra recorded 
after a PDP from -1.1 V to -0.4 V in a  0.2 M CO3
2-
/HCO3  containing 10
-3M SH-as a function of pH. 
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oxidized	 states	 are	 produced	 either	 by	 the	 reaction	 sequence	 3.11	 to	 3.14	 or	
electrochemically	 when	 the	 potential	 is	 in	 region	 5,	 an	 electrode	 was	 potentiostatically	
oxidized	at	-800	mV	(vs	SCE)	in	a	solution	containing	0.2M	HCO3-/CO32-	(pH	=	8)	for	12h.	
After	 12h,	 SH-	was	 added	 to	 yield	 a	 solution	 with	 [SH-]	 =	 10-3	 M	 and	 the	 potentiostatic	
experiment	continued	for	a	further	12h	with	the	current	increasing	from	~	2	μA	cm-2	to	~	9	
μA	 cm-2.	 Under	 these	 conditions,	 FeIII-containing	 surface	 states	 should	 not	 be	 formed	
precluding	 the	 occurrence	 of	 the	 reaction	 sequence	 3.11	 to	 3.14	 to	 produce	 oxidized	 S	
species	and	the	electrochemical	formation	of	FeIII-containing	oxides.	Figure	3.13	shows	the	
S	2p	and	Fe	2p3/2	spectra	recorded	on	completion	of	this	experiment	after	transfer	of	the	
electrode	 to	 the	 spectrometer	 using	 the	 procedure	 adopted	 in	 all	 analyses.	 In	 the	 S	 2p	
spectrum	no	 elemental	 S	 or	 SO42-	was	 observed	 although	 a	minor	 contribution	 from	S22-	
could	be	present.	In	the	Fe	2p3/2	spectrum	the	dominant	contribution	was	from	FeS	which	is	
expected	since	mackinawite	would	be	formed.	Minor	contributions	from	FeIIO	species	were	
observed,	 as	 expected	 during	 the	 pre-oxidation	 at	 -800	mV,	 but	 no	 trace	 of	 FeIII	 surface	
species	 was	 detected.	 Despite	 the	 observation	 of	 S22-	 in	 the	 S	 2p	 spectrum,	 no	 obvious	
signature	for	either	elemental	S	or	SO42-	was	observed.	This	experiment	demonstrates	that	
the	transfer	of	electrodes	from	the	cell	in	the	anaerobic	chamber	to	the	spectrometer	avoided	
any	 significant	 atmospheric	 oxidation,	 confirming	 that	 the	 oxidized	 S	 species	 and	 FeIII-









passivity	 can	 be	maintained	 at	 positive	 potentials.	However,	 at	 pH	8,	when	 the	 pH	 is	 no	
longer	 buffered	 by	 the	 HCO3-/CO32-	 equilibrium,	 film	 breakdown	 and	 dissolution	 of	 Fe3+,	
followed	by	hydrolysis,	leads	to	a	decrease	in	pH	and	the	loss	of	passivity.		
Figure 3.13 High resolution spectra for the a) Fe 2p 3/2 and  b) S 2p XPS peaks recorded on a spectra of steel 




, pH 8 for 12 




















































































































At	pH	10,	when	buffering	by	HCO3-/CO32-	 is	 effective,	 this	 reactivation	of	 the	 steel	
surface	 is	 temporary	 with	 passivation	 by	 Fe3O4/γ-Fe2O3	 being	 achieved	 at	 sufficiently	
positive	potentials	(region	5).	At	the	lower	pH	values,	the	surface	remains	active	with	the	
direct	oxidation	of	mackinawite	yielding	the	partially	oxidized	form	(FeII(FeIII)S).	In	addition,	







on	 the	 [HCO3-/CO32-],	 [SH-],	 and	 pH.	 The	 presence	 of	 SH-	 destabilizes	 the	 formation	 of	
FeII/FeIIIoxides	 by	 competing	 for	 surface	 adsorption	 sites	 on	 Fe	 and	 by	 simultaneously	
reducing	FeIII	to	FeII.		
• Small	 concentrations	 of	 SH-(≤	 10-6M)	 catalyze	 the	 anodic	 dissolution	 of	 steel	 in	
carbonate	solutions.	
• FeIII	oxides	are	unstable	in	the	presence	of	sulphides,	even	at	low	concentrations,	and	
are	 reduced	 to	 FeHCO3+	 species.	 The	 accompanying	 oxidation	 of	 SH-	 leads	 to	 the	
formation	of	elemental	S,	polysulphides	(S22-),	and	small	amounts	of	SO42-.	
• The	passivity	of	steel	(by	γ-Fe2O3)	only	appears	achievable	at	high	pH	(≥	10)	when	
the	 effective	HCO3-/CO32-	 buffering	 prevents	 local	 acidification.	 For	 pH	 values	 ≤	 9	
active	behavior	prevails.	





































































































































































Canadian	 oil	 and	 gas	 transmission	 pipelines	 are	 typically	 protected	 from	 external	
corrosion	by	corrosion-resistant	coatings	and	cathodic	protection.	However,	disbondment	
of	 coatings	 can	 expose	 pipelines	 to	 groundwater	 and	 the	 danger	 of	 corrosion.1	 Since	
groundwaters	contain	multiple	anions	(HCO3-/CO32-,	SO42-,	Cl-,	and	SH-)	which	can	influence	





























of	mackinawite	 (FeS)	 to	 greigite	 (Fe3S4),	 and	 subsequently	 pyrite	 (FeS2),	 is	 the	 favoured	
reaction	 pathway18	 and	 can	 proceed	 either	 by	 the	 reaction	 of	 mackinawite	 with	 excess	
sulphide	species	in	solution,19,	20	
3FeS		+		SH-		→		Fe3S4		+		H+		+		2e-		 	 	 	 	 	 	(4.3)	
Fe3S4		+		2SH-		→		3FeS2		+	2H+		+		4e-	 	 	 	 	 	(4.4)	
Or	by	a	mechanism	involving	the	loss	of	Fe2+	
4FeS		→		Fe3S4		+		Fe2+		+		2e-		 	 		 	 	 	 (4.5)	




H2S		+		H2O		+		2e-		→		H2		+		SH-		+		OH-		 	 	 	 	 (4.7)	
Whether	 or	 not	 iron	 sulphides	 are	 protective	 on	 steel	 surfaces	 depends	 on	 their	
morphology,	 crystallinity	 and	 porosity.	 In	 neutral	 to	 alkaline	 conditions	 mackinawite	 is	
porous	and	non-protective,21	but	can	convert	to	more	compact	iron	sulphides	depending	on	


























Corrosion	 potential	 (ECORR),	 polarization	 resistance	 (RP)	 and	 electrochemical	
impedance	 spectroscopy	 (EIS)	 measurements	 were	 conducted	 in	 a	 three	 compartment	
electrochemical	 cell.	 Simultaneously,	 additional	 specimens	 were	 exposed	 to	 an	 identical	






confirmed	 using	 a	 Kramers-Kronig	 transformation.	 Electrochemical	 measurements	 were	


















ECORR	 and	RP	measurements	were	 conducted	 under	 two	 sets	 of	 conditions.	 In	 one	
experiment,	a	steel	electrode,	and	additional	specimens,	were	exposed	to	a	0.2M	HCO3-/CO32-	












period	 up	 to	 ~	 20	 d,	 the	 rate	 (proportional	 to	 RP-1)	 continued	 to	 decrease	 without	 any	





kW.cm2)	 confirmed	 that	 a	 protective	 film	 or	 deposit	 was	 present	 on	 the	 steel	 surface.	
Irregularities	in	the	measured	RP	values	(between	20	d	and	30	d)	suggested	the	surface	film	
could	be	detached	in	some	locations.	
Figure 4.1 Corrosion potential (E
CORR
) (orange) and polarization resistance (R
P
) measurements (blue) on 










for 90 days. 

















3).14,16	 The	 subsequent	 rebound	 in	 ECORR	 and	 increase	 in	 Rp,	 then	 suggested	 this	 initial	
activation	 was	 slightly	 arrested	 by	 a	 blockage	 of	 the	 anodic	 reaction	 due	 to	 the	 rapid	
formation	 of	 an	 FeS	 film.	 Subsequently,	 over	 the	 following	 ~	 80	 days	 of	 exposure,	 RP	
decreased	and	ECORR	 increased	 slightly	 to	 final	 steady-state	 values,	 suggesting	 a	 slow	on-
going	activation	of	the	steel	surface	with	any	FeS	deposit	not	leading	to	corrosion	protection.	
Since	mackinawite	 is	 known	 to	 be	 the	 initial	 FeS	 phase	 formed,25	 this	 achievement	 of	 a	
steady-state	RP	value	indicated	this	initial	phase	was	not	subsequently	converted	into	a	more	
protective	phase	such	as	either	pyrrhotite	(Fe1-xS:	0	<	x	<	0.2)	or	troilite	(FeS).26	
When	 SH-	 was	 present	 from	 the	 first	 immersion	 of	 the	 steel	 electrode	 (directly	
exposed),	Figure	4.2,	the	increase	in	RP	and	decrease	in	ECORR,	which	occurred	over	a	2	day	
period,	 can	be	attributed	 to	 the	 initial	adsorption	of	SH-	and	possible	 formation	of	a	 thin	
surface	FeS	layer	on	the	steel	surface	which	retarded	the	cathodic	reaction	(H2	production).	
The	subsequent	steady	decrease	in	RP,	accompanied	by	only	a	small	change	in	ECORR,	showed	






on	 the	directly	exposed	steel	was	accompanied	by	a	higher	RP	value	 (~	10	kW	 cm2)	 than	
observed	on	the	pre-exposed	steel	(~	6	kW	cm2).	This	suggested	the	direct	formation	of	an	
FeS	 film	produced	 a	 slightly	more	protective	 film	 than	 the	 one	 formed	 indirectly	 via	 the	
conversion	of	an	initially	formed	oxide/hydroxide.	A	possibility	is	that	the	film	formed	by	
conversion	of	a	preformed	oxide/hydroxide	was	less	coherent	and,	hence,	less	protective.	





Figure 4.2 Corrosion potential (E
CORR
) (orange) and polarization resistance (R
P
) 






























(10-2	 to	1	Hz),	with	 the	 location	of	 the	higher	 frequency	 response	 remaining	 in	a	 similar	
frequency	range	to	the	response	observed	after	2	d.	Since	the	development	of	a	surface	film	
was	 anticipated,	 the	 high	 frequency	 response	 (102	 to	 1	 Hz)	 could	 be	 attributed	 to	 a	
combination	of	 the	 interfacial	charge	 transfer	resistance	 in	parallel	with	 the	double	 layer	
















for 30 days 




for 90 days. 















On	 addition	 of	 SH-	 the	 high	 frequency	 response	was	 rapidly	 eliminated	 (over	 the	




longer	 exposure	 times,	 the	 impedance	 became	 dominated	 by	 capacitance	 making	 any	
attempt	to	fit	the	spectra	to	determine	values	for	specific	circuit	elements	impossible.	While	
the	decrease	in	impedance	in	the	frequency	range	(102	to	1	Hz)	indicated	the	onset	of	a	rapid	
interfacial	 process,	 the	 low	 frequency	 response	 indicated	 the	 impedance	 response	 was	
dominated	by	the	very	large	capacitances	associated	with	any	FeS	deposits	formed	on	the	
steel	surface.		
For	 the	 directly	 exposed	 steel,	 the	 Bode	 and	 Nyquist	 plots,	 Figures	 4.5	 and	 4.6,	
exhibited	 no	 impedance	 response	 in	 the	 frequency	 range	 102	 to	 1	 Hz,	 and	 very	 rapidly	
became	 dominated	 by	 a	 low	 frequency	 capacitance	 response,	 Figures	 4.5	 and	 4.6.	 The	
absence	 of	 the	 high	 frequency	 response	 can	 be	 attributed	 to	 the	 fact	 no	 pre-oxidation	























solution for 90 days. 
a) b) 

















specimens	 after	 various	 exposure	 periods.	 After	 30	 days	 of	 exposure	 to	 the	HCO3-/CO32-	
solution	containing	no	SH-,	Figure	4.7(a),	a	scattered	deposit	of	cubic	crystals	close	to	10	μm	
in	dimension	was	observed.	Interspersed	between	these	crystals	were	areas	of	the	surface	
covered	 by	 clusters	 of	 thin	 platelets	 and	 a	 nanoscale	 sublayer.	 The	 large	 crystals	 have	
previously	been	assigned	to	siderite	(FeCO3).27	After	a	short	2	d	exposure	to	 the	solution	
containing	 added	 SH-,	 Figure	 4.7(b),	 the	 clusters	 of	 platelets	 had	 disappeared,	 and	 the	
nanoscale	 sublayer	 was	 no	 longer	 clearly	 visible.	 In	 addition,	 the	 larger	 crystals	 were	
uniformly	 covered	 by	 a	 fine	 fibrous	 deposit.	 Over	 the	 subsequent	 exposure	 period	 this	






microstructure	 of	 the	 steel	 remains	 undemonstrated.	 This	 poorly	 crystallized	 deposit	
thickened	with	exposure	time	to	uniformly	cover	the	surface	with	a	clearly	finely	particulate	
and	porous	deposit	after	50	d	of	exposure,	Figure	4.8(d).	Although	generally	uniform	and	






































 for 30 days. (b) to (f) the same solution after the addition of 10
-3
 M SH- on day 30: (b) 32 days; (c) 



























c) d)  
60 μm 









 M SH- for 90 days after: (a) 2 days; (b) 8 days; (c) 20 days; (d) 





Figure	 4.9	 shows	 the	 Raman	 spectra	 recorded	 on	 the	 pre-exposed	 steel	 coupons	
extracted	 from	 the	 experimental	 vessel	 in	 the	 anaerobic	 chamber	 after	 a	 sequence	 of	
exposure	times.	The	sample	removed	prior	to	SH-	addition	(30	d)	exhibited	Raman	bands	at	
1083	cm-1	and	278	cm-1	which	identify	the	crystalline	deposit	(Figure	4.7(a))	as	siderite,	with	
the	 first	 band	 attributed	 to	 an	 internal	 vibrational	 mode	 and	 the	 second	 to	 a	 lattice	













 for 30 days followed by the addition of 10
-3
 M SH- for 90 days. The sample 
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after	 SH-	 addition	 was	 not	 surprising,	 since	 the	 small	 amounts	 of	 this	 phase	 would	 be	
expected	to	be	rapidly	converted	to	mackinawite	via	a	reaction	similar	to	reaction	2.	This	





phase	 formed	 under	 corrosion	 conditions,23,25,33	 it	 was	 expected	 to	 form	 in	 the	




the	 observed	 293	 cm-1	 as	 the	 Fe-S	 lattice	 spacing	 decreased	 and	 the	 film	 became	 more	
compact.	The	rate	of	 this	aging	process	depends	on	 the	 [SH-]	and	 the	exposure	 time,	and	
would	be	expected	to	occur	over	the	long	duration	of	the	present	experiments.	
The	rate	of	aging	also	depends	on	whether	anoxic	conditions	were	maintained,	since	










spectrometer.	 Also,	 the	 absence	 of	 any	 more	 thermodynamically	 stable	 iron	 sulphides	






the	mackinawite	 had	 occurred.	 Figure	 4.11	 shows	 Raman	 spectra	 recorded	 after	 longer	
exposure	periods	(20	and	50	days)	on	areas	of	the	steel	surface	where	the	deposited	film	
appeared	 thicker.	 The	 peak	 positions	 for	 the	 various	 oxidized	 forms	 of	mackinawite	 are	
indicated	on	 the	 spectra.	While	 the	 spectra	 are	 insufficiently	well	 defined	 to	 confirm	 the	
presence	of	individual	phases	it	is	clear	that	the	conversion	sequence		






The	shallow	Raman	bands	 in	 the	wavenumber	region	670	cm-1	–	750	cm-1	 suggested	 the	
presence	 of	 oxides	 raising	 the	 suspicion	 that	 the	 conversion	 sequence	 could	 have	 been	
initiated	by	air	exposure,	although	the	analytical	procedure	used	has	always	avoided	such	an	
interference.	An	alternative	 is	 the	conversion	sequence	was	 facilitated	by	the	presence	of	
electron-accepting	protons	provided	by	the	high	[HCO3-]	present	at	the	pH	at	which	these	
experiments	 were	 conducted.	 This	 would	 not	 be	 surprising	 since	 H+	 reduction	 to	 H2,	 a	
reaction	which	would	 involve	 the	 formation	 of	 reactive	H	 atoms,	 is	 the	 cathodic	 process	
supporting	the	corrosion	of	Fe	to	mackinawite.	As	specified	in	reactions	(4.5)	and	(4.6)	this	






























Figure 4.11 Raman spectra recorded on carbon steel at locations covered by an apparently thicker 

















































































































27.        Joshi, G. R.;  Cooper, K.;  Zhong, X.;  Cook, A. B.;  Ahmad, E. A.;  Harrison, N. M.;  Engelberg, D. L.; 
Lindsay, R., Temporal evolution of sweet oilfield corrosion scale: Phases, morphologies, habits, and 


















































gas,	 and	 other	 petrochemical	 commodities	 is	 regarded	 as	 the	 safest,	 fastest	 and	 most	
economical	mode	of	product	transmission	and	delivery.1	More	than	90%	of	existing	pipelines	





coatings,	 especially	 on	 older	 pipelines,	 can	 fail	 due	 to	 poor	welding,	 scratches	 and	 other	
defects,	which	can	lead	to	disbondment,	when	adequate	protection	can	no	longer	be	applied,	
and	the	steel	becomes	susceptible	to	corrosion.	Alternatively,	CP	may	be	incorrectly	applied,	
with	 too	 large	an	applied	potential	 (<	 -950	mV	vs.	SCE)	causing	water	 reduction	and	 the	
formation	 of	 atomic	 hydrogen	 (H)	 on	 the	 steel	 surface.	 This	 adsorbed	H	 can	 then	 either	















steels.9	Some	of	 the	most	prominent	steel	microstructural	 features	susceptible	 to	HIC	are	
grain	boundaries.10	




microvoids,	 retained	 austenite	 (high	 carbon	 steel),	 and	 ferrite/cementite	 with	 coherent	
interfaces.7	Due	to	their	lower	EA,	these	sites	can	release	H	at	much	lower	temperatures	(	<	
100⁰C)	 than	 irreversible	 traps.7	The	effect	of	 reversibly	 trapped	H	on	HIC	 is	 limited,	 and	










permeation	 tests	 but	 detected	 no	 decrease	 in	 the	 permeation	 current	 response.16	 It	was	
proposed	that	these	deposits	blocked	the	combination	of	adsorbed	H	atoms	to	yield	H2,	and	
thus	increased	H	absorption	into	the	steel.	However,	Ou	et	al.	observed	a	decrease	in	current	
during	 permeation	 experiments,	with	 calcium	 deposits	 and	 a	magnesium	 hydroxide	 film	
forming	from	a	synthetic	seawater	solution.17	
The	 properties	 of	 the	 steel	 surface	 in	 neutral	 to	 alkaline	 environments	 will	 be	
determined	dominantly	by	 the	presence	of	 oxides	 and	oxyhydroxides,	 as	 summarized	by	
Flis-Kabulska	et	al.,18	with	 the	possibility	 that	 the	 films	can	be	 transformed,	but	not	 fully	
removed,	 by	 cathodic	 polarization.	 The	 presence	 of	 these	 films,	 and	 their	 response	 to	
















On	 stainless	 steel,	 time	 of	 flight	 secondary	 ion	 mass	 spectrometry	 (TOF-SIMS)	
indicated	that	the	film	both	before	and	after	cathodic	charging	was	comprised	of	a	mixture	




the	 role	 of	 ground-water	 cations/anions	 on	 the	 absorption	 and	 permeation	 of	 H;	 (ii)	 to	
















previously	 been	 used	 by	 TransCanada	 Pipelines.	 The	 X70	 steel	was	 supplied	 from	Evraz	
(North	America).	Specimens	to	be	used	in	electrochemical	experiments	were	cut	into	1	cm3	
cubes	 and	 fixed	 in	 a	 Teflon	 holder	 using	 epoxy	 resin	 (Hysol	 resin	 EE4183;	 hardener	
HD3561).	 The	 back	 of	 the	 electrode	 was	 threaded	 with	 a	 stainless-steel	 rod	 to	 provide	
contact	to	external	circuitry.	The	stainless-steel	rod	was	sheathed	in	Teflon	shrink	tubing	to	
prevent	 contact	 with	 the	 solution.	 Prior	 to	 each	 experiment,	 the	 electrode	 surface	 was	
ground	with	SiC	papers	with	grit	 sizes	down	 to	P1200.	Each	electrode	was	 subsequently	
Material	 C	 Si	 Mn		 P	 S	 V	 Nb	 Ti	 Fe	
X65	 0.16	 0.45	 1.65	 0.02	 0.01	 0.09	 0.05	 0.06	 Bal	










cm2.	Each	side	of	 the	plate	was	ground	 to	a	P600	 finish	using	SiC	papers	 lubricated	with	






0.1	 M	 HCO3-/CO32-solution.	 In	 the	 reduction	 compartment	 of	 the	 D-S	 cell,	 one	 of	 three	
solutions	were	used;	(i)	NS4x2,	(ii)	NS4x2(Mg);	and	(iii)	NS4x2(Ca),	where	NS4	is	a	simulated	
Canadian	groundwater,	commonly	used	in	Canadian	pipeline	studies.	NS4x2	contains	double	
the	 concentration	 of	 all	 components	 of	 NS4	 to	 increase	 solution	 conductivity,	 while	






































NS4x2		 ---------	 2		 2		 10		 4		
NS4x2(Mg)	 2		 ------	 2		 10		 4		







polarization	 curves	were	 recorded	 from	 either	 -1.0	 V	 or	 -1.1	 V	 vs.	 SCE	 to	 various	 upper	
potential	limits.	Cyclic	voltammograms	were	recorded	between	initial	and	final	potentials	of	













































Figure	 5.1	 shows	 the	 currents	 measured	 on	 the	 oxidation	 side	 of	 the	 D-S	 cell;	 i.e.,	 the	
permeation	current,	for	the	three	different	reduction	cell	solution	compositions	(Table	2).	






followed	by	a	gradual	decrease	 in	 current	over	 the	 subsequent	period	3	 (1.5	days	 to	5-7	
days).	Finally,	when	the	current	in	the	reduction	cell	was	turned	off,	period	4,	the	permeation	




























































Solution	 Position	 Fe	(wt%)	 C	(wt%)	 O	(wt%)	 Mg	(wt%)	 Ca	(wt%)	
NS4x2	 1	 24.0	 3.3	 41.6	 29.6	 N/A	
NS4x2	 2	 N/A	 9.5	 42.3	 N/A	 48.0	
NS4x2	 3	 N/A	 11.8	 49.7	 2.2	 36.3	
NS4x2	 4	 N/A	 17.2	 57.2	 1.3	 24.3	
NS4x2(Mg)	 5	 93.0	 N/A	 3.8	 2.5	 N/A	
NS4x2(Mg)	 6	 3.0	 N/A	 55.0	 42.0	 N/A	
NS4x2(Mg)	 7	 41.8	 N/A	 40.9	 17.3	 N/A	
NS4x2(Mg)	 8	 88.4	 N/A	 6.4	 4.6	 N/A	
NS4x2(Ca)	 9	 88.5	 3.7	 3.7	 N/A	 0.8	
NS4x2(Ca)	 10	 90.8	 3.7	 3.2	 N/A	 1.0	
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− 1)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5.2)		
CH	=	 %∗;<<
=4677
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5.3)	
Nt	=	-. ∗ >?	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5.4)	
where	 !"##		 is	 the	 effective	 hydrogen	 diffusivity	 (cm2	 s-1),	 L	 the	 thickness	 of	 the	 steel	
membrane	(cm),	tlag	the	time	(s)	at	which	the	current	reaches	63%	of	the	final	steady-state	
current	(Iss),	Iss	is	the	final	steady-state	current	(µA	cm-2),	-. 	the	concentration	of	trapped	
hydrogen	 (mol	 cm-3),	 CH	 the	 hydrogen	 solubility	 (mol	 cm-3),	 Na	 Avogadro’s	 number,	 F	
Faraday’s	 constant,	 Nt	 the	 density	 of	 hydrogen	 trap	 sites,	 and	 !@ 	 the	 lattice	 diffusion	
coefficient	(2.75x10-6	cm2	s-1).28	
The	 slower	 current	 decays	 observed	 during	 period	 3	 in	 the	 permeation	
measurements	 in	 Figure	 1	 were	 attributed	 to	 the	 accumulation	 of	 Mg(OH)2	 and	 CaCO3	
deposits,	both	of	which	would	be	driven	by	the	local	pH	increase	at	the	steel	surface	due	to	
the	reduction	of	H2O	to	H2	and	OH-.	A	blockage	of	the	sites	at	which	H	was	produced	would	






it	 was	 likely	 the	 formation	 of	 this	 film	 which	 accounted	 for	 the	 gradual	 decrease	 in	
permeation	currents	in	period	3	although	the	complete	blockage	of	some	specific	locations	
by	the	accumulation	of	CaCO3	could	also	have	contributed.17	
Table	 5.4	 Hydrogen	 permeation	 parameters	 calculated	 for	 various	 reduction	 cell	
compositions	






















NS4X2	 0.184	 5.46x10-6	 3018	 1.87x10-6	 8.85	x10-6	 8.37	x1017	
NS4X2Ca	 0.188	 3.63x10-6	 4676	 1.26	x10-6	 8.92	x10-6	 2.12	x1017	




of	 absorbed	H	on	 the	 steel	 behavior,	 specimens	of	 X65	 and	X70	 steels	were	 cathodically	












current	 increase	 indicated	 a	 final	 film	breakdown	 event.	 The	 currents	 observed,	 and	 the	
potentials	at	which	they	occurred,	were	dependent	on	both	the	extent	of	cathodic	charging	
and	the	nature	of	the	steel.	







<	 -0.9	V	was	 substantially	 increased.	After	5	h	of	 charging,	 a	very	 substantial	 increase	 in	
anodic	current	was	observed	in	region	1,	predominantly	in	the	more	positive	potential	range	
(1b),	but	the	associated	cathodic	current	(E	<	-0.9	V)	was	decreased.	After	24	h	of	charging	
both	 the	 cathodic	 (E	 ≤	 -0.9	V)	 and	 anodic	 (regions	 1a	 and	 1b)	 currents	were	 decreased.	
Similar	 behavior	 of	 the	 current	 in	 region	 1	 with	 changes	 in	 the	 extent	 of	 charging	 was	





Fe		+		H2O		→		Fe(OH)ads		+		H+		+		e-		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5.5)	
Fe(OH)ads		→		FeOH+(s)		+		e-	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5.6)	
FeOH+(s)		+		OH-		→		Fe(OH)2(s)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5.7)	
Currents	in	region	1(b)	have	been	shown	to	be	due	to	dissolution	of	FeOH+	as	Fe2+,		
FeOH+(s)	+		H+		→		Fe2+(aq)		+		H2O	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5.8)	
a	process	accelerated	in	HCO3-/CO32-	solutions	by	the	formation	of	carbonate	complexes,35,42	
e.g.,	






were	 performed	 to	 various	 positive	 potential	 limits	 on	 electrodes	 that	were	 cathodically	
charged	for	5	hours	at	-15	mA	cm-2,	Figure	5.4(a).	When	the	potential	was	scanned	from	-1.1	
V	vs	SCE	to	-0.7	V	vs	SCE	and	back	to	-1.1	V	vs	SCE,	the	current	on	the	return	scan	was	only	
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						To	 confirm	 that	 the	 anodic	 current	 in	 region	 1	was	 predominantly	 due	 to	 the	 anodic	
dissolution	 of	 Fe	 rather	 than	 the	 oxidation	 of	Habs,	 a	 pre-charged	 electrode	 (5	 h,	 -15	mA										
cm-2)	was	subjected	to	 two	consecutive	scans	 from	-1.1	V	vs	SCE	to	 -0.6	V	vs	SCE,	Figure	
5.4(b).	The	current	on	the	second	scan	was	considerably	larger	than	that	on	the	first	scan.	
This	was	not	consistent	with	a	major	contribution	from	the	anodic	oxidation	of	Habs	which	




acceleration	 of	 the	 dissolution	 on	 the	 X70	 steel,	 as	 seen	 in	 Figure	 5.3.	 Presently,	 the	
suppression	 of	 anodic	 dissolution	 after	 an	 extended	 period	 of	 cathodic	 charging	 (24	 h)	
remains	unexplained	but	occurred	on	both	steels.	














Potential (V vs SCE)
 Anodic limit of -0.7V
 Anodic limit of -0.6V

































more	 marked	 on	 cathodically	 charged	 surfaces,	 and	 that	 the	 currents	 recorded	 for	 this	
transient	were	up	to	an	order	of	magnitude	higher	on	the	X65	than	on	the	X70	steel.	The	
eventual	film	breakdown	current	recorded	in	region	4	(Figure	5.3)	did	not	decrease	with	the	














both	 steels	with	 the	 value	 for	 the	X65	being	marginally	 lower	 (~	5	mV	 lower)	 than	 that	





measurements.	The	decrease	 in	corrosion	rate	 (increase	 in	RP)	with	 time	on	open	circuit	
occurred	 without	 any	 significant	 change	 in	 ECORR,	 a	 combination	 indicating	 a	 transport-
















































































of	 a	 passive	 film,	 electrodes	were	 charged	 at	 a	 current	 of	 -15	mA	 cm-2	 for	 5	 h	 and	 then	
subjected	to	PDP	scans	to	various	positive	potential	limits	ranging	from	a	value	in	the	region	
of	 peak	 1(a)	 to	 well	 into	 the	 passive	 region	 (region	 2)	 (-0.68	 V	 to	 -0.58	 V),	 Figure	 5.7.	
Subsequently,	the	electrodes	were	analyzed	by	XPS	with	an	emphasis	on	the	Fe	2p	peak.	An	
example	 of	 a	 fitted	 high-resolution	 Fe	 2p3/2	 peak,	 corrected	 for	 the	 background	 and	
deconvoluted	into	contributions	from	metallic	Fe	and	the	various	oxides	is	shown	in	Figure	
5.8.	 The	 spectrum	 exhibited	 a	 broad	 peak	 centered	 around	 713	 eV,	 attributable	 to	 the	




































oxy-hydroxide	 in	 the	 Fe	 2p3/2	 spectra.	 The	 contribution	 from	 each	 iron	 oxide	 was	
determined	 by	 summing	 peak	 areas	 of	 each	 iron	 oxide.	 Peaks	 1	 to	 4	 were	 summed	 to	




















 Fe  Metal
 Fe O 1
 Fe O 2
 Fe O 3
 Fe O 4
 Fe 2O3  1
 Fe 2O3  2
 Fe 2O3  3
 Fe 2O3  4






Table	 5.5	 shows	 the	 percentage	 compositions	 of	 the	 Fe	 species	 in	 the	 electrode	












region	 2	where	 passivity	 is	 expected,	 Figure	 5.5,	with	 the	 extent	 of	 cathodic	 charging.	 A	
possible	 explanation	 would	 be	 that,	 while	 the	 majority	 of	 the	 anodic	 current	 led	 to	 the	
formation	of	FeII	and	its	release	to	solution	as	carbonate	complexes,	the	anodic	formation	of	












a	 film	 restructuring	 involving	 the	 conversion	 of	 the	 Fe3O4	 at	 the	 steel/oxide	 interface	 to												
γ-FeOOH.50	 In	 the	 present	 experiments	 this	 temporary	 reactivation	was	most	 prominent	
after	 cathodic	 charging,	 especially	 after	5	h	 of	 charging,	when	 the	 current	 in	 region	1(b)	
became	very	large	and	the	passive	current	in	region	2	had	achieved	a	maximum	value;	i.e.,	






and	 the	 passive	 film	 less	 resistive	 due	 to	 its	 enhanced	 FeO	 content.	 As	 observed	 for	 the	
processes	in	the	other	potential	regions,	this	process	was	much	more	prominent	on	the	X65	
Positive	Potential	Limit	 FeO	(%)	 Fe2O3	(%)	 Fe3O4	(%)	 Base	Metal	(%)	
Sample	1	(-0.69	V)	 26.5	 18.6	 30.4	 24.5	
Sample	2	(-0.68	V)	 32.7	 19.5	 8.2	 39.6	
Sample	3	(-0.65	V)	 42.5	 17.9	 37.2	 2.4	











of	 the	 steel	 increased	 the	 H	 concentration,	 and	 to	 estimate	 the	 rate	 at	 which	 hydrogen	
desorbs	 from	 the	 steel.	 Figure	 5.9	 shows	 the	 H:Fe	 (ratio)	 determined	 by	 dynamic	 SIMS	
analysis	of	samples	subjected	to	different	pre-treatments.	The	profiles	indicate	that	the	as-
received	sample	contained	more	H	than	the	Ar-annealed	sample.	Using	a	thermal	desorption	










dependent	 on	 the	 time	 between	 charging	 and	 when	 the	 dynamic	 SIMS	 experiment	 was	
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performed.	The	 longer	 the	 time	between	 charging	and	 the	analysis	by	dynamic	SIMS	 the	
more	H	could	diffuse	out	of	the	sample	before	analysis.	Diffusion	of	H	could	also	have	caused	

































rates.	 The	 initially	 rapid	 desorption	 rates	 at	 the	 two	 lower	 heating	 rates	 suggested	 the	




























cathodically	 charged.	 In	 the	 X65	 steel	 the	 percentage	 of	 ferrite	 was	 78.3%,	 with	 the	
remaining	21.7%	being	pearlite,	offering	a	high	density	of	ferrite/pearlite	boundaries	for	H	
trapping.	By	contrast	the	X70	steel	was	dominantly	ferrite	(99.2%),	with	the	residual	0.8%	











































oxide	 films.	 This	 led	 to	 enhanced	metal	 dissolution	 and	 increased	passive	 current	
densities.	Surface	analyses	demonstrated	that	 this	was	due	to	 the	 inhibition	of	 the	
formation	of	protective	FeIIIoxides,	most	likely	due	to	the	reduction	of	FeIII	to	FeII	in	
the	oxides,	induced	by	the	oxidation	of	absorbed	H	to	H+.	
• Dynamic	 SIMS	 and	 TDA	 experiments	 performed	 on	 the	 X65	 steel	 (78.3%	
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corrosion	 through	 different	 techniques	 such	 as	 open	 circuit	 measurements	 or	




for	 general	 corrosion,	 commonly	 under-estimate	 the	 penetrative	 depth	 of	 localized	
corrosion.		
A	 combination	 of	 corrosive	 environments	 and	 applied	 tensile	 stresses	 can	 lead	 to	
different	types	of	crack	failure	such	as	hydrogen	induced	cracking	(HIC)	and	stress	corrosion	
cracking	 (SCC)	 and	 sulphide-induced	 stress	 corrosion	 cracking	 (SSC).	 Of	 particular	
importance	within	the	oil	and	gas	industry,	is	SCC	and	a	subset	of	SCC,	corrosion	fatigue	(CF).	
SCC	is	defined	as	the	failure	of	an	alloy	when	exposed	to	a	corrosive	environment	while	under	












	 Solutions	 under	 disbonded	 coatings	 are	 dilute	 bicarbonate	 solutions	 containing	
dissolved	CO2	with	the	pH	range	from	5.5	to	7.5.1,	2	Typically,	crack	initiation	occurs	at	pits	
which	 are	 formed	 at	 discontinuities	 in	 the	 material	 lattice	 such	 as	 inclusions	 and	 grain	
boundaries.	Small	differences	in	alloy	composition,	especially	at	grain	boundaries,	can	affect	
the	 susceptibility	 to	 localized	 corrosion.	 Further,	 besides	 composition,	 the	 alloy	
microstructure,	 and	 grain	 boundary	 quality	 have	 been	 shown	 to	 affect	 localized	 pitting.	












	 	Crack	 propagation	 can	 proceed	 by	 one	 of	 two	 pathways;	 transgranular	 cracking	
(TGC)	or	 intergranular	cracking	 (IGC),	with	grain	 texture	 influencing	 the	susceptibility	 to	
crack	propagation.	Grains	with	an	orientation	of	110	and	 	111,	and	parallel	 to	 the	rolling	
plane,	have	been	shown	to	be	resistant	to	IGA	due	to	their	low	energy	configurations.4	The	






granular	 stress	 corrosion	 cracking	 (IGSCC)	 tends	 to	 favour	 high-angle	 grain	 boundaries.	









cracked	 pipeline	 specimens	will	 occur	 leading	 to	 crack	 propagation.9	 This	 study	 aims	 to	










Material	 C	 Si	 Mn		 P	 S	 V	 Nb	 Ti	 Fe	

















Subsequently,	 experiments	 involving	 the	 ripple	 loading	 of	 precracked	 specimens	




Figure 6.1 Dimensional configuration (cm) of a) a conventional CT specimen; b) the 
miniature CT specimen used in this study. The mini-CT specimen was scaled down to 40 % 



































scanning	 electron	 micrographs	 (SEM)	 and	 for	 electron	 back	 scatter	 diffraction	 (EBSD)	
measurements.	 EBSD	 maps	 were	 obtained	 using	 an	 Oxford	 Instruments	 Nordlys	 EBSD	
detector	employing	a	step	size	of	300	nm,	with	an	applied	voltage	and	beam	current	of	20	kV	





























Figure 6.1. a) Micrographs showing the morphology of sample 1 pre-cracked in air: b) a high resolution 






that	 the	 misorientation	 between	 two	 grains	 on	 opposite	 sides	 of	 the	 crack	 was	 58⁰,	
supporting	the	claim	that	the	grain	boundary	was	a	high-energy,	high-angle	one	that	This	
observation	was	consistent	with	previous	research,	in	which	it	was	considered	that	the	Ʃ	and	





Figure 6.3 a) IPF EBSD map of sample 1 recorded along the crack path; b) High Res IPF EBSD map of the 
area in the black box in a). 
a) 
b) 
200 μm  
μm 
















































































































































Figure 6.5 Misorientation line scan across two grains on opposite sides of the crack in sample 1 










10 μm 10 μm 
Figure 6.6 (a) Micrograph of an area on the pre-fatigue cracked sample 2 showing IGA at ferrite grains and 
TGA at pearlite grains, (b) Micrograph of a second area on sample 2 confirming that, after cracking in air, IGA 
occurred at ferrite grains and TGA at pearlite grains. Blue arrows show examples of IGA and orange arrows 
show examples of TGA. The symbols (+) and X and Y numbers are markers placed on the surface in order to 
assist in finding specific locations on the samples. 
Figure 6.7. Micrographs of sample 3 (a) before SCC and (b) after blunting due to SCC. (the black arrow indicates 
the crack tip, and the white arrows indicate marker grains which were used to confirm that crack did not 
propagate further). 
b) a) 









polishing	 lines	 left	 behind	 due	 to	 the	 “curtaining”	 effect	 prevented	EBSD	mapping	 of	 the	
surface.	Consequently,	vibratory	polishing	was	used	to	remove	the	corrosion	products	from	






Figure 6.8 a) High resolution BSE micrograph of the crack tip on sample 2 after being subjected to 
repeated periods of SCC; b) High resolution micrograph of the crack tip area (within the green box 
in (a)). c) High resolution BSE micrograph of the crack tip on sample 3 after being subjected to 
repeated periods of SCC; d) High resolution BSE micrograph of the crack tip (within the red box in 
(c)). 
20 μm 








An	area	along	 the	crack	 that	experienced	the	 least	pitting	was	chosen	 for	EBSD	mapping.	
Figure	 6.11	 shows	 the	 EBSD	 strain	 (a),	 EBSD	 IPF	 (b)	 and	 EBSD	misorientation	maps	 (c)	
Figure 6.10 Micrograph of the sample 2 after the sample was pre-cracked in air and subsequently 
cracked under SCC conditions. The blue arrow shows the crack tip when the sample was pre-cracked in 
air, the orange arrow shows the crack propagation during SCC.   
Figure 6.9 Micrograph of the SCC-corroded sample 1 after ion beam polishing showing the 
“curtained” area caused. 
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most	 likely	 an	 artifact	 due	 to	 the	 low	 level	 of	 indexing	 in	 the	 EBSD	 map.	 The	 local	








































































































































































































































Figure 6.13. (a) High resolution micrograph of the crack tip on sample 4 after a period of SCC; 
(b) Raman spectrum of steel surface after SCC; (c) Raman spectrum from the mapped area in 
(d) demonstrating the presence of siderite (by comparison to a standard spectrum for this 
phase); (d) optical/Raman imaging of the crack tip after SCC showing the location of siderite; 


















• The	 X65	 pipeline	 steel	 investigated	 was	 comprised	 primarily	 of	 high	 angle,	 high	
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breaks	 down	 leading	 to	 hydrolysis,	 the	 dissolution	 of	 Fe3+,	 and	 loss	 of	 passivity.	 Small	
amounts	of	SH-	(<	10-6	M)	can	displace	OH-ads	on	the	steel	surface	which	interferes	with	the	
phase	 transition	 from	 Fe(OH)2	 to	 Fe3O4	 leading	 to	 enhanced	 anodic	 dissolution	 of	 Fe	 as	








































as	 pearlite/ferrite	 interfaces.	 The	 effects	 of	 H	 absorption	 were	 more	 prominent	 on	 X65	
compared	to	X70	steel	due	to	an	increase	in	%	composition	of	the	secondary	phase	in	the	
microstructure	(21.7	%	pearlite	for	X65	and	0.8	%	bainite	for	X70).	
Crack	 propagation	 in	 the	 X65	 steel	 in	 air	 was	 determined	 to	 be	 affected	 by	 the	
microstructure	of	the	substrate,	which	in	this	study	was	X65.	The	X65	used	in	this	study	was	
primarily	comprised	of	high	angle,	high	energy	grain	boundaries	which	are	more	susceptible	
to	 intergranular	 cracking	 than	S	 grain	boundaries.	 In	 air,	 crack	propagation	preferred	 to	
propagate	 intergranularly	 between	 two	 ferritic	 grains	 and	 transgranularly	 when	
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